
“To raise new questions, 
new possibilities, to regard old 
problems from a new angle, 
requires creative imagination  
and marks real advancement...”Albert Einstein
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empathy
the unsung hero of 

User Experience...?



Yeh... so what?



is key in creating 
User Experience innovations...

empathy
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How do we get to 
the innovation part?
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Research is the means to 
understanding the people...

People

Technology Business

and by People, I mean all Stakeholders
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rearward/Present Focused

Problem solving Oriented

deconstruction to Components

Hypothesis testing
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How do we tap into 
emotions?



emPathy

emotion

People

Technology Business



What is empathy?



emPathy

narcissism

I feel FOR me
sympathy or compassion

I feel FOR you



narcissism

I feel FOR me
sympathy or compassion

I feel FOR you

I feel AS you
empathy



How to practice empathy



empathy
requires

observation + immersion



empathy
also requires

training + practice



Feel as them
Physical 
    how do they experience physical interactions - people, places, things?

cognitive 
    how do they associate meaning to interactions? 
    What makes them research, think about it, etc.? 

social 
    how do they behave in interactions or social settings? 
    What are the settings formal, informal, group, single?

cultural 
    how do they experience shared norms, beliefs, values?

emotional 
    how do they experience their thoughts and feelings?  
    What are their emotional triggers?

observation + immersion



oBserve everything

interactions - with everything

systems

Patterns + Flows

repetition

the Obvious + NOT-so-obvious

the Common + Uncommon

inconsistencies 
    say vs do | think vs what is

What IS there

What is NOT there

notice everything

People - users + non-users

environment/surroundings

artifacts - products + other

actions - what they do, how they do it

Comments - what they say

Problems, troubles, stumbling blocks

WorkarounDs

observation + immersion



observation + immersion

JuST dO IT yourself...

go through all interactions 

experience all stages of the process

Use all of the tools available to users

don’t skip any steps

don’t impose what you already know

suspend your own beliefs about... everything

imagine yourself as a User



Empathy roadblocks...



Management support

Belief in the Method

limited resources 
    time, Money, People

Participant Pool issues  
    access, Quality, Volume

trying to Prove Hypothesis 
    or test and idea

internal issues
Personal Biases

Preconceptions

Capacity to empathize 
    ability, Willingness

Projecting onto Users 
    thoughts,opinions, beliefs

imposing Judgments

Being Close-minded

nOt listening

Filtering Observations

solutioning during research

researcher issues

roadblocks



Why empathize?



reframing Problem statements

Creating new Hypotheses

generating design Principles  
   as the catalyst for innovations

evaluating new Business Models  
    or Value Propositions

establishing Product Portfolios/strategies

Providing deeper User Understanding 
    Mindsets, Mental Modes, Journeys, Personas,

troubleshooting issues 
     product failures, bugs, logistics, etc.

insights  For use in

why empathize



Provides a look to the Future (not the past)

leads to disruptive innovations

Identifies Opportunity Spaces

Helps to explore the Fringes

Contributes to Holistic experiences

Identifies the Insights Beyond the Norm 
    the unarticulated + undermet + unmet

allows for Continuous Questioning + 
    Challenging of assumptions

empathy is not just for Users 
    boss, team, management, all stakeholders

strengths

why empathize



When to empathize?
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you’ll be designing 
only for yourself!

without

empathy



Resources



nakedinnovation.com

resources



resources

improvisation classes
chicago, il
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outline

Design thinking - customer-centered design
 What is it and why is it important?
 Push vs Pull mindset - “build it and they will come” vs “build Desire and they will come”
  “design for a (true) need and they will come”

the (current) holy grail = user experience
 but what is uX? or cX?
 a holistic approach - all disciples, touch points, anywhere a human is connected to org
 not just for customers anymore

how do we achieve true innovations in uX
 understanding our customers - research uX, Market, analytics

uX (qualitative) research vs Quantitative methods
 Who, what, when where, why, and how

 not a drill bit but a hole
 henry Ford - if i asked people what they wanted, they would have said a faster horse...

the unsung hero to understanding customers = empathy

What is empathy?
 observation + immersion - being in the moment of  the user 
 can’t be done from a couch... must be experienced 

empathy roadblocks - biases, Misinterpretations, not being in their mindset, preconceptions, 
 What are people thinking throughout their entire experience life cycle?

tools we have to apply it...
 Perspective taking
 active listening
 share in other’s joy
 look for commonalities
 Flex your creative mind
 Pay attention to details

Personas
Mental Models
Journey Maps



Problem Framing

solution Framing

execution

Divergent thinking

convergent thinking

empathy - tim brown, iDeo

“a deep intuition for what it feels like to live 
their lives” 

see the experience through their eyes

Fastco - Design thinking... what is that?, 3-20-
06

https://www.fastcompany.com/919258/design-
thinking-what

the methodology commonly referred to as 
design thinking is a proven and repeatable 
problem-solving protocol that any business or 
profession can employ to achieve extraordinary 
results.

although Design is most often used to describe 
an object or end result, Design in its most 
effective form is a process, an action, a verb 
not a noun. a protocol for solving problems and 
discovering new opportunities. techniques and 
tools differ and their effectiveness are arguable 
but the core of the process stays the same. 
it’s taken years of slogging through Design = 
high style to bring us full circle to the simple 
truth about design thinking. that it is a most 
powerful tool and when used effectively, can be 
the foundation for driving a brand or business 
forward.

Design thinking describes a repeatable 
process employing unique and creative 
techniques which yield guaranteed results — 
usually results that exceed initial expectations. 
extraordinary results that leapfrog the 
expected. this is why it is such an attractive, 
dynamic and important methodology for 
businesses to embrace today.

in response to the question "is designing an art, a science or a form of 
mathematics?" Jones responded:

The main point of difference is that of timing. Both artists and scientists operate on 
the physical world as it exists in the present (whether it is real or symbolic), while 
mathematicians operate on abstract relationships that are independent of historical 
time. Designers, on the other hand, are forever bound to treat as real that which 
exists only in an imagined future and have to specify ways in which the foreseen 
thing can be made to exist.

— John chris Jones, Design Method
Jones, John christopher. Design Method Vol 4. new york: John Wiley & sons, 
1992.



uX research vs Market research

Design thinking is solution-based, future focused
building up of ideas, synthesis, 

Quantitative methods are fact-based, past focused, problem focused, 
tearing down, analyzing actions, 

the terms analysis and synthesis come from (classical) greek and mean literally “to loosen up” and “to put together” respectively. in general, 
analysis is defined as the procedure by which we break down an intellectual or substantial whole into parts or components. Synthesis is 
defined as the opposite procedure: to combine separate elements or components in order to form a coherent whole. However, analysis 
and synthesis, as scientific methods, always go hand in hand; they complement one another. Every synthesis is built upon the results of a 
preceding analysis, and every analysis requires a subsequent synthesis in order to verify and correct its results.

From Wikipedia: Herbert Simon, in the “Sciences of the Artificial” (MIT Press, 1969) has defined “design” as the “transformation of existing 
conditions into preferred ones” (p. 55). Design thinking is, then, always linked to an improved future. unlike critical thinking, which is a process 
of analysis and is associated with the ‘breaking down’ of ideas, 

design thinking is a creative process based around the ‘building up’ of ideas. there are no judgments in design thinking. this eliminates 
the fear of failure and encourages maximum input and participation. Wild ideas are welcome, since these often lead to the most creative 
solutions.

everyone is a designer, and design thinking is a way to apply design methodologies to any of life’s situations.



user experience research 

What, why, how people do things vs what they tell you they do or what you are told that they do
Why vs What... 
observation + immersion --> interpretation

unarticulated vs self-reported

emotional vs rational  Qualitative vs Quantitative

the wonderment of a child... why? why? why?

Problem Definition/Framing
Question; How many designers will it take to screw in a light bulb? Answer; Why a light bulb?
The goal of the definition stage is to target the right problem to solve, and then to frame the problem in a way that invites 
creative solutions.

suspend judgment, belief in our biases, preconceived solutions, evil idea-killers of previous experience, 

Create & consider many options

Refine Selected Directions

Rinse + Repeat

Pick the winner & Execute



Designers approach users with empathy, understanding what humans need or might need, what makes life easier and 
more enjoyable, what is technologically useful and more usable. it is not only about making things more ergonomic but 
about understanding people - the way they do things and why, their physical and emotional needs, how they think about 
the world, and what is meaningful to them.[29] conventional research methods, like focus groups and survey, can be useful 
in pointing towards incremental improvements, but those don't usually lead to breakthroughs because these techniques 
simply ask people what they want. henry Ford understood this when he said, "if i'd asked my customers what they 
wanted, they'd have said 'a faster horse." and no one would have said a car.[28]



to raise new questions, new possibilities, to regard 
old problems from a new angle, requires creative 
imagination and marks real advance in science. 

albert einstein
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